Lightgliders is a digital world of Christian faith, fun, and games for kids!

HOW TO PLAY THE MOBILE APP

The Front Page

2. Manage Account - Parents use this to manage their
subscription, update proﬁles, change passwords, and more!

1. Lightglider Academy - Found only

on computers, the entrance into Lightglider
Academy gives you access to the multiplayer
online game and community.
See next page for more info!
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3. Lightglider Editor - Customize
your Lightglider with the different
outﬁts, hats, and gliders you collect as
you play!
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5. Navigation - Scroll down the page to explore

4. This Week in Lightgliders - View what’s new in
Lightgliders this week, including games, contests, and Themes.

all the games and activities in Lightgliders!

Types of Content
Sparks

Prayers

Postcards

Decorate
your
own
postcards with the stickers
you collect as you play.
Share them with your
friends and family and
remind them that they were
made to shine!

Let these videos help you
pray each day to the God
who loves you! Pray for your
family,
friends,
school,
neighborhood, and more!

Watch fun videos led by
the Lightglider characters
to “spark” reﬂection and
conversations about key
biblical truths!

Themes

Minigames

Each week there is a new
Theme to explore inside of
Lightgliders to help you
learn how you were made to
shine!

Play through the library of
games! Soar on your glider,
collect gems, protect the
Gliddles, and earn a spot on
the leaderboards! Special
prizes for Game of the Week
winners!

Light Bar Rewards

As you play games, watch videos, make postcards, and
read blogs, you are ﬁlling your Light Bar. Once it is full, you can clear a ton of blight and
earn sweet prizes to use in Lightglider Academy! To learn more, go to the next page!

Doing activities in Lightgliders...

Fills your Light Ring!

Once the Ring is full...

You get prizes for the Academy!

L IGH TG L ID E R

When you ﬁrst start Lightglider Academy, you will meet Bryce. Use
your mouse to glide to the right and avoid the Machines!

A CA D E M Y

The Lightglider leaders will
give you new missions!

Lightglider Academy is an online game and community of Christian faith and fun on computers!

HOW TO PLAY THE COMPUTER GAME

The Academy

Lightglider Academy seeks to shine like a city on a hill in the
land of Glideon. There are lots of things to explore here!

Treehouse - The Gliddles that you rescue

Quest Log - Keep
track of your missions
here!

Arcade - Enjoy some minigames in the

Arcade! Explore the other Academy rooms
to ﬁnd more arcade machines!

The Yonders
Leader - Different
leaders have different
missions for you to
complete! Completing
missions will unlock
new ones! Check your
Quest Log to ﬁnd out
what to do next.

Courtyard - Hang out in the Courtyard with
other Lightgliders! Give out Boosts, chat with
friends, bust out dance moves, and play games!
The Yonders is ﬁlled with adventure! Go on missions, battle
Machines, rescue Gliddles, and restore the land from the blight!

Missions - Click on a mission to
go into the Yonders! Each mission
has a set of three objectives. Most
missions involve rescuing
Gliddles, using your RES to clear
the blight, battling Machines, and
collecting materials!

Locked Missions -

Some missions are
locked until you have a
little bit more experience
in the Yonders.
Complete previous
missions or trade in
rare Materials to
unlock new
missions!

Glidebook - Scripture,
prayer, and journal activities
to help grow your faith!

Shops - Buy decorations for your
Treehouse, outﬁts for your Lightglider, or Stickers for your Postcards
using the materials you collect in the
Yonders!

The Yonders - Go on missions

into the Yonders to battle Machines,
rescue Gliddles, and clear the blight!
See below for more information.

Rooms - Explore the places where

Lightgliders live, work, and play! Visit
Mission Control, the Library, and the
Innovation Lab to meet all the leaders!

come to live here! You can decorate your
Treehouse with furniture you purchase from
the Shops. As you rescue more Gliddles,
you can unlock more decks and grow more
RES and Boosts!

of your current mission. Complete the
ﬁrst objective to open the exit, but
complete all three to be an expert!

Blight - This dark,
gooey substance is
all over the Yonders!
Click it to use your
RES to clear the
blight. Your RES is
limited, so use it
wisely!

Materials - Find

coins, gems, and
rare materials of all
kinds by clearing
blight, ﬁnding
secret areas, and
completing
missions!

Boosts - Boosts are special powerups that grow in your Treehouse! You
can grow one boost on each deck. Once they are charged, click to collect
them, and then drag and drop them onto another Lightglider in the
Academy. You’ll get some RES and you’ll give a fellow Lightglider greater
capabilities for their next mission!

Objectives - This shows all the goals

Gliddles
Rescued
RES
Meter
Armor
Bar

Auto-Fire
On/Off

Gliddles - These friends are trapped in the
Yonders and need your help! Touch them to
add them to your Glide Train and then drop
them off at the nearest Zipway to send them
back to your Treehouse. Gliddles give you
special powers to ﬁght the Machines, so
right-click to pick your favorite one!

